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SCHOLASTIC’S INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLERS
TM

™

Scholastic is thrilled to be the

Translated into
37 languages!

Translated into
36 languages!

Translated into
27 languages!

Translated into
21 languages!

Translated into
20 languages!

Translated into
17 languages!

Translated into
15 languages!

Translated into
17 languages!

Translated into
14 languages!

global children’s book publisher
for the Harry Potter and
Fantastic Beasts film franchises.

TM & © Scholastic Inc. HARRY POTTER and FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM, characters, names and related indicia are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Harry Potter Publishing Rights © JKR. (s16)

THE BUZZ KEEPS BUILDING!

Rights sold in 3
languages to date!

Rights have been sold in
4 languages, TV rights
optioned by Disney!

Rights have
been sold in 12
languages!

Rights have
been sold in 8
languages!

Rights have
been sold in 9
languages!

Spirit Animals
has been sold
in over 20
languages!

Thought-Provoking Sci-Fi

YOUNG ADULT

The Forgetting

Frost

Sharon Cameron

M.P. Kozlowsky

In a society that loses its collective memory, one girl
remembers everything

Cinder meets The Walking Dead in a chilling futuristic
fairy tale

Every twelve years, the people of Canaan undergo a
collective Forgetting, after which the townspeople are left
without any trace of memory of themselves, their families,
their lives. As the next Forgetting approaches, seventeenyear-old Nadia is determined to find out what causes it and
whether there is any way to stop it.

Sixteen-year-old Frost has spent her entire life in an
abandoned apartment building with only a robot
for company. A robot who contains her dead father’s
memories. So when she’s forced outside into the
ravaged city, she faces new challenges of all sorts:
from outrunning terrifying Eaters . . . to talking to the
first human boy she’s ever set eyes on.

Fall 2016 • Pages: 416 • Ages: 12+

Fall 2016 • Pages: 352 • Ages: 13+

2
Sold in
4 languages

A Taste for Monsters
Matthew Kirby
A terrifying and haunting tale from an Edgar
Award–winning author
From Matthew Kirby comes an evocative novel about
a disfigured young woman in Victorian London who
is haunted by the ghosts of Jack the Ripper’s victims
while caring for the “Elephant Man,” Joseph Merrick.
A haunting story that is unique, powerful, and
unforgettable.
Fall 2016 • Pages 352 • Ages: 12+

Sold in
7 languages

Bionic
Suzanne Weyn
Speculative fiction that raises questions about identity, self,
technology, and the world we live in
Mira wakes up after a horrible accident to find that she
has been not so much healed as rebuilt—with bionic
enhancements that give her extraordinary abilities. But
then people start to turn against her, calling her a robot,
a cyborg. Is that true? Is Mira human, or is she something
else?
Fall 2016 • Pages: 256 • Ages: 12–18

YOUNG ADULT

Suspenseful Young Adult

Heartfelt and Humorous Reads

YOUNG ADULT

Falling Over Sideways
Jordan Sonnenblick
A hilarious, honest, and hopeful novel that will appeal to
fans of John Green
When Claire witnesses her father’s stroke, her world turns
upside down. One minute he is talking to her at the
kitchen table, and the next, everything changes. As Claire
and her family deal with what seems like an impossible
setback, they find that the only way they are going to
get through it is if they can find a way to make life funny
again.
Fall 2016 • Pages: 272 • Ages: 12+

4

An all-new original YA series based on the hit
Ubisoft video game franchise Assassin's Creed
®

LAST
DESCENDANTS

Sold in
15 languages

Publication Schedule:
Book #1:
September 2016
Book #2:
January 2017
September 2017
Book #3:

It’s Not Me, It’s You
Stephanie Kate Strohm
One girl’s hilarious examination of her dating past
After a breakup, high school senior Avery starts to think
about all of the guys that she has ever dated. How come
none of those relationships worked out? Avery decides
to investigate, going directly to the source—the friends,
family, and boys who were involved—with hilarious
results!
Fall 2016 • Pages 352 • Ages: 12+

Five teens must explore their
shared history with two warring
secret societies—the Assassins
and the Templars —and use
their genetic memories to
help uncover artifacts that
control the destiny of the
world. A compelling read for
gamers and non-gamers alike!

Pages: 320 • Ages: 12+

M AT T H E W J . K I R B Y
ALSO AVAILABLE
Assassin's Creed: Through the Ages

The perfect way for kids to learn more about history as seen through the lens of one
of their favorite video game franchises! Each chapter in this guide will summarize the
historical plot featured in a particular Assassin’s Creed game. Readers will explore
how the game characters figure into the various time periods as they dive into the
history of real events, including the Crusades, the Italian Renaissance, Colonial
Americas, French Revolution, Imperial China, and Victorian England.
© 2016 Ubisoft Entertainment.

A NEW ORIGINAL SERIES BASED ON

THE EPIC FANTASY CONTINUES!
™

THE WORLD’S MOST SUBSCRIBED, MASSIVELY MULTIPLAYER ONLINE ROLE PLAYING GAME!

The spirit animals of Erdas are
in danger in this new series for
fans and new readers alike.
The Original Series Has Sold in 20 Languages to Date!
2.7
MILLION
BOOKS
IN PRINT!

Publication Schedule:
September 2015 Book 1 Immortal Guardians by Eliot Schrefer
January 2016
Book 2 Broken Ground by Victoria Schwab
May 2016
Book 3 The Return by Varian Johnson
September 2016 Book 4 The Burning Tide by Jonathan Auxier
2017 and Beyond Books 5–8

In this latest four-book arc of the hit series The 39 Clues, the
Cahill kids explore history’s biggest disasters, including the
sinking of the Titanic and the explosion of the Hindenburg airship.
Publication Schedule:
March 2015

COVER NOT FINAL
These beautifully illustrated, page-turning novels will bring the bestselling video game to life for
a younger, middle-grade audience. Fans of the game and new readers alike will be swept into this
immersive coming-of-age story about a boy with a great destiny and the friends who help get him there.

• World of Warcraft is a global phenomenon with players around the world.
• Over 200 million unique accounts have been created in WoW since the game’s release.
• Each chapter will be illustrated by the spectacular artists of Blizzard Entertainment.
Publication Schedule: Book #1: November 2016
©2016 Blizzard Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.

• Book #2: November 2017

Pages: 336 • Ages: 8–12

Book 1 Mission Titanic by Jude Watson

August 2015

Book 2 Mission Hindenburg by C. Alexander London

February 2016

Book 3 Mission Hurricane by Jenny Goebel

July 2016

Book 4 Mission Atomic by Sarwat Chadda

ASK US ABOUT

17
MILLION
BOOKS
IN PRINT!

SUPER SPECIAL
COMING FALL 2016!

SCHOLASTIC, THE 39 CLUES, SPIRIT ANIMALS, AND ASSOCIATED LOGOS ARE TRADEMARKS AND/OR REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF SCHOLASTIC INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Action-Packed Historical Fiction
Projekt 1065
Alan Gratz
A heart-pounding, action-packed tale about a boy who
infiltrates the Hitler Youth that will appeal to fans of The
Boy Who Dared and The Book Thief

BY DAN POBLOCKI
There’s nothing innocent about Shadow
House. Something within its walls is
wrong. Nothing—and nobody—can be
trusted. Hallways move. Doors vanish.
Ghosts appear. Children disappear.
Welcome to Shadow House—a spooky
middle grade series with a digital twist!
Images in the book unlock digital ghost
stories in the app, where the choices you
make determine your fate. The app will
be available globally in English in the
Apple and Google app stores.
Pages: 224 • Ages: 8–12

Michael has joined the Hitler Youth as a spy, using his
insider knowledge to bring important information back
to his spy parents and the British Secret Service. When
Michael is tasked to find out more about Projekt 1065,
a secret Nazi mission, he must prove his loyalty to the
Hitler Youth at all costs—even if it means risking the lives
of his family . . . and himself.
Fall 2016 • Pages: 272 • Ages: 9–12

9

The Bicycle Spy
Yona Zeldis McDonough
One boy risks everything to save a Jewish friend by
delivering secret messages hidden in loaves of bread

Publication Schedule
Book #1: Fall 2016
Book #2: Spring 2017
Book #3: Fall 2017

MIDDLE GRADE

A new book and app experience where
readers don’t just read the ghost
story, they step into it.

Marcel is shocked when he discovers his parents are
involved with the French Resistance movement. But
when a classmate threatens to turn in his Jewish friend
to the Nazis, Marcel readily takes on a mission of his
own. He embarks on a risky bicycle ride to pass along
covert information that could save his friend’s life. And
when nothing goes according to plan, it’s up to Marcel
to think quickly, because his friend, her family, and his
own future hang in the balance.
Fall 2016 • Pages: 208 • Ages: 8–12

